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What Are Their Characteristics?

- Collaborative
- Social
- Desire group activity
- Diverse group that values their diversity
- Resilient
- Multi-task, multi-process
- Easily access and share information

How Do They Learn?

- Visually and kinesthetically (see and do)
- Small collaborative groups
- Through technology
- Structured environment
- Variety in learning tasks and strategies for learning them

How Do We Teach Net Gen?

Multiple Technology Literacies

(1) Text, images, and multi-media

(2) Information navigation

(3) Learning situated in action through discovery and the use of judgment

Use technology tools to address Net Gen learning needs:

- Email
- Alternative Assessments
- Video Clips
- Blogs
- Web Quests
- Cases
- Power Points
- Wikis
- Graphic Organizers
- Videos
- Simulations
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